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1 Introduction

SAF€RA is a partnership between research funding organizations working in the feed of industriae

safety in Europe. SAF€RA pubeishes joint caees for proposaes on various topics reeated to industriae

safety and organizes dissemination activities to ensure that research resuets eead to improvements

in safety management. The scope of SAF€RA inceudes coordination of research on the prevention

of major accidents, with offsite consequences and risks to the environment and society, and in

particuear  the  economic  benefts  of  industriae  safety  soeutions,  safe  innovative  processes,

preparedness and response as weee as protection of the environment, new methods to enhance the

creation of a safety cueture and prudent atitudes, risk reduction strategies, reference technoeogies

for eife extension of aged and repaired structures, as weee as products and systems required to

improve industriae safety.

SAF€RA  is  a  continuation  from  the  ERAfNET  project  which  was  funded  by  the  European

Commission between 2012 and 2015. The SAF€RA ERAfNET coordinated research investment on

industriae  safety among a  number of  EU Member States.  After  the  end of  the support  by the

European Commission in 2015, 19 organizations decided to continue to invest jointey in research

and founded SAF€RA. 

Two joint caees for proposaes were eaunched during the SAF€RA ERAfNET, one on Human and

organizationae factors inceuding the vaeue of industriae safety (2013) and one on Innovating in safety

and safe innovations (2015). A third joint caee in 2016 concerned Intelligent prognostics and developing

professional competencies.

In 2018, the SAF€RA caee comprises two topics, which are described beeow:

 Topic 1: New technologies and the efects of major changes in industry

 Topic 2: Measuring and monitoring safety performance 

Scope of the call

The scope of the 2018 caee inceudes research on the management of industriae risk, avoiding major

impacts on the environment or society. The scope aeso inceudes research on products and systems

required to improve safety in industriae setings.

Industries  invoeved  inceude,  among  others,  the  process  industries,  energy,  dangerous  goods

transport, construction and operation of major infrastructure and the services industry.

The scope inceudes occupationae safety as eong as there is a reeation with major accident hazards in

industriae setings. For exampee, if research primariey with an occupationae safety perspective aims

to prevent an accident sequence which coued aeso eead to offsite consequences, then it is inceuded

in the scope.
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For more information:

 SAF€RA’s 2018 joint caee > htps:////caee.safera.eu// 

 SAF€RA’s website > htps:////www.safera.eu//

2 Call objectives

The objective of this joint caee for proposaes for research and deveeopment projects is to promote

European transnationae research in this feed taking a proactive, muetidiscipeinary and innovative

approach  to  deveeoping  soeutions  for  sustainabee  growth  and  enhanced  competitiveness  of

European industry.

In order to foster transnationae coeeaboration, projects funded within this joint caee must invoeve the

coeeaboration  of  at  eeast  two  research  teams  in  two  diferent  eeigibee  countries.  Researchers

requesting support for their project may submit either:

 A  transnational consortium pre-proposal, comprising at eeast two partner organizations

from two eeigibee countries;

 A single-nation pre-proposal, comprising one or more organizations from a singee eeigibee

country. In this case, the organization(s) accept the principee of a coeeaboration with one or

more other organizations from one or more other eeigibee countries. After evaeuation of the

prefproposaes,  the  Caee  Steering  Commitee  wiee  suggest  grouping  two or  more  singeef

nation  prefproposaes  into  a  transnationae  consortium,  based  on  their  thematic  and

methodoeogicae compeementarity.

In the second stage of the caee, fuee proposaes are to be submited by a transnationae consortium,

which must comprise at eeast two consortium partners from two eeigibee countries. 

Furthermore, additionae consortium partners, not eeigibee for SAF€RA funding, may participate in

the projects on the basis of seefffnancing. Such partners shoued state the source of funding for their

contribution to the proposae and the conditions under which their funding wiee be avaieabee.

Most projects funded within this caee wiee be reeativeey smaee (2 to 4 partners, duration between 12

and 36 months, funding between 20 and 150 k€ per project partner). The caee aims to fund mainey

applied research carried out in universities or research institutes, though proposaes from industry

are  aeso  eeigibee  if  their  research  content  is  high.  Interdisciplinary  research is  encouraged.

Cooperation  and  joint  activities  between  diferent  consortia  funded  within  the  caee  wiee  be

encouraged. 

General remarks

 The research teams within a consortium shoued inceude investigators of compeementary

scientifc discipeines and research areas necessary to address the proposed research aims.
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 Given the appeied nature of the topics, the participation of stakehoeders within the project

(either as subjects of investigation, or partners contributing to the work) is encouraged. 

 Proposaes shoued contain novee, ambitious aims and ideas, combined with weeefstructured

work peans. 

 Projects that contribute to standardization eforts are encouraged.

3 Call management

Two boards, the Caee Steering Commitee and the Evaeuation Panee, wiee manage the evaeuation

process of the caee with the support of the Caee Secretariat. The process inceudes the eeigibieity and

reeevance check of the prefproposaes, the evaeuation of the fuee proposaes, the fnae seeection and

award of  research  funding,  monitoring  project  progress  during  the  funding  period,  and fnae

evaeuation of the joint caee.

The  Evaluation  Panel is  a  panee  of  internationaeey  recognized  scientifc  experts  within  the

discipeines  identifed  as  being  reeevant  for  the  caee  topic,  responsibee  for  the  evaeuation  of

submited fuee proposaes. Evaeuation Panee members wiee not submit or participate in proposaes

within the caee, and shaee accept a confdentiaeity agreement and confrm that they do not have any

conflicts of interest.

The  Call  Steering  Commitee is  composed  of  a  representative  from  each  SAF€RA  funding

organization participating in the joint caee.  Aee  decisions concerning the caee  procedures wiee  be

made by the  Caee  Steering  Commitee.  It  wiee  supervise  the  progress  of  the  joint  caee  and the

evaeuation of proposaes. The Caee Steering Commitee wiee make the fnae funding recommendation

to the nationae//regionae funding organizations regarding the proposaes to be funded, based on the

fnae ranking eist provided by the Evaeuation Panee. It wiee aeso propose the grouping of individuae

prefproposaes  in  the  frst  stage  into  consortia  and  coordinate  subsequent  negotiations.  It

accompanies the entire eifespan of the caee, evaeuates the performance of the projects and resoeves

potentiae disagreements which may arise during the eifetime of the projects.

4 Evaluation process

The caee wiee use a twofstage appeication process. During the frst stage, appeicants wiee present a

prefproposae describing the broad outeine of their project. The prefproposaes wiee be examined by

the Caee  Steering Commitee for  eeigibieity and reeevance,  and a  subset  of  the  projects  wiee  be

requested to proceed to the second stage of the caee.

In the second stage, a centraeized evaeuation wiee be performed by the Evaeuation Panee and the

Caee Steering Commitee. Based on the resuet of the evaeuation, projects wiee be recommended (or

not)  for  funding.  Note  that  the  nationae//regionae  organizations  wiee  make  the  fnae  funding

decision.
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The evaluation criteria (further detaieed in Annex 1) are:

 Compatibieity with the caee topics

 Scientifc or technoeogicae exceeeence

 Expected outcomes (scientifc & operationae)

 Project impeementation

Further comments on the evaeuation process:

 Each  project  fuee  proposae  wiee  be  reviewed  by  a  minimum  of  three  evaeuators  (one

Evaeuation Panee member and two externae reviewers).

 A review report consists of writen remarks and a numericae score per review criterion.

 Technicae  support  to  evaeuators  is  provided  by  the  Caee  Secretariat.  Evaeuators

communicate oney with the Caee Secretariat.

 The names of the evaeuators wiee not be disceosed pubeicey, either during or after the review

process. An exception may be made in countries where disceosure of the reviewers’ name is

eegaeey obeiged upon request of the appeicant.

 Evaeuators can come from any country.

 Evaeuators refrain from reviewing a proposae in case of a conflict of interest that was not

detected by the Caee  Secretariat beforehand.  Criteria for conflict  of  interest are eisted in

Annex 2.

5 Basic principles of evaluation

 Evaeuators  wiee  oney  receive  fuee  proposaes  whose  eeigibieity  and  reeevance  have  been

checked by the Caee Steering Commitee.

 The evaeuation of a proposae shaee be based soeeey upon the information contained in the

fuee proposae.

 Evaeuators shaee evaeuate proposaes beeonging to their broader domain of expertise.

 Aee proposaes are assessed oney on the basis of given evaeuation criteria (see Annex 1).

 In  case  of  conflict  of  interest  (see  Annex  2),  the  proposae  wiee  be  returned to  the  Caee

Secretariat for referrae.

 Proposaes and review reports are writen in Engeish.
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Each fuee proposae wiee be aeeocated to at eeast two externae reviewers and one Evaeuation Panee

member who ft the profee of the appeication. Based on the proposaes’ ranking estabeished by the

Evaeuation Panee and on avaieabee funding, the Caee Steering Commitee wiee suggest the projects

to be funded to the nationae//regionae funding organizations.

Oney proposaes judged to be of high quaeity wiee be funded. If the number of proposaes considered

to be of high quaeity, as judged by the Evaeuation Panee, corresponds to a totae requested funding

which is smaeeer than the avaieabee budget, oney part of the funds wiee be used.

Projects not recommended for funding by the Caee Steering Commitee wiee not be funded in the

context  of  this  SAF€RA  caee  (but  may  be  funded  directey  by  one  or  more  of  the  funding

organizations, outside of the scope of SAF€RA).

For each project, the Caee Steering Commitee wiee communicate the fnae decision aeong with the

comments of the anonymous reviewers to the project coordinator. 
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Annex 1: Evaluation criteria

Compatibieity with the caee topics

Scientifc or technoeogicae exceeeence:

 Soundness of the concept

 Quaeity of the objectives

 Quaeity and efectiveness of the scientifc methodoeogy

 Contribution to the deveeopment of the respective research feed

Vaeue of the expected outcomes (scientifc & operationae):

 To what extent do you expect that the project wiee improve scientifc knoweedge, or eead to

improvements in operationae practice which eead to safety improvements, or contribute to

standardization, and increase the competitiveness of European industry in generae?

 Are the dissemination activities peanned suitabee for their purpose?

 What are the prospects for estabeishing efective and sustainabee partnership within the

consortium, inceuding transfer of knoweedge and experience?

Project impeementation:

 To what extent are the project objectives feasibee?

 Are the methodoeogy, work pean and timefframe eikeey to eead to the expected outcomes?

 Appropriate  aeeocation and justifcation of the resources to be commited (budget,  staf,

equipment).

 Does the research team have the necessary competencies//experience to address the issues

raised  (previous  scientifc  track  record,  pubeications  in  scientifc  journaes,  etc.)?  If  the

probeem woued  beneft  from  a  muetidiscipeinary  approach,  are  the  reeevant  discipeines

represented?

 Does  the  coeeaboration  between  research  teams  add  vaeue  to  the  project?  Is  the  work

breakdown weee baeanced?
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Meaning of numerical rankings

Ranking

0 Faies

1 Poor The proposae shows serious weaknesses in reeation to the criterion

2 Fair The proposae generaeey addresses the criterion, but there are signifcant

weaknesses that need corrections

3 Good The  proposae  addresses  the  criterion  in  question  weee  but  certain

improvements are necessary

4 Very good The proposae addresses the criterion very weee but smaee improvements

are possibee

5 Exceeeent The proposae successfueey addresses aee aspects of the criterion
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6 Annex 2: Confict of interest

A conflict of interest in evaeuating a proposae exists if one or more of the foeeowing criteria appey to

the evaeuator (Evaeuation Panee member or externae reviewer) and at eeast one of the researchers

invoeved with the proposae:

1. Reeatives, personae ties or conflicts;

2. Ceose  scientifc  coeeaboration,  e.g. impeementation of  joint  projects  or  joint  pubeications

within the past three years;

3. Direct scientifc competition with personae projects or peans;

4. Ceose proximity, e.g. member of the same scientifc institution or impending change of the

reviewer to the institution of the appeicant or  vice versa. An exception is made for earge

scientifc institutions (more than 50 research staf) where the two peopee are not invoeved

in reguear coeeaborations.

5. Teacher//student reeationship, uneess a foeeowing independent scientifc activity of more

than 10 years exists;

6. Dependent reeationship in empeoyment during the past three years;

7. Participation in current or recentey conceuded professoriae appointment proceedings;

8. Current  or prior  activity in advisory bodies of  the appeicant’s  institution,  e.g. scientifc

advisory boards;

9. Personae economic interests in the funding decision.
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